“Logic will get you from A to B. Imagination will take you everywhere.”

Albert Einstein

At Rochelle School of the Arts, we develop creative thinkers, problem solvers, and communicators.

Interactive, hands-on experiences integrate STEAM (Science, Technology, Arts, Engineering, and Math) concepts to make learning fun and engaging.

We inspire students to develop and grow into creative leaders with the skills and habits needed to be productive and successful throughout life.

JOIN US!

rochellearts.polk-fl.net
facebook.com/RochelleSOTA-Lakeland

Rochelle School of the Arts
1501 Martin L King Jr. Ave
Lakeland, FL 33805
863-499-2810
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CREATE    INSPIRE    INNOVATE

We believe that students learn best when exploring and doing. Rochelle’s STEAM magnet program engages learners in activities which encourage the creative application of science, mathematics, and technology principles to the engineering design process and allows for expression through the arts. Learners become innovators as they design, test, redesign, and then implement solutions in response to real-world issues.

ART and DESIGN promote the FLEXIBLE THINKING, THOUGHTFUL RISK-TAKING, and CREATIVITY needed to SOLVE today’s most complex and pressing CHALLENGES.

CORE VALUES

Our culture is nurtured via a Positive Behavior Support approach to promote whole child development. Actively teaching core values builds character, resulting in positive behaviors both inside and outside of school.

SAFETY    RESPECT    ACTIVE    LEARNING    CREATIVITY    UNITY    ACTIVE    LEARNING

ACHIEVE YOUR DREAMS

We promote opportunities for learners to explore ideas and possibilities while providing the structures and knowledge needed to turn dreams into reality.

Become Part of a Supportive and Focused School Community

Students at Rochelle experience a connected and progressive education. A reading and math literacy focus in the elementary grades provides a strong foundation for continued learning. A variety of art-related classes such as dance, band, chorus, orchestra, theatre, and visual arts supports learning across all areas and enables students to demonstrate progress through meaningful and engaging performances and exhibitions.

“I love Rochelle! It’s so much fun. I get to be really creative, and work with other students.”

- Amy, 4th Grader